
 

Lead Writing 

 

Writing is informative, but it is also entertainment, and in order to be

your readers stick around for at least another

yard dash.  

How to get reader attention

 

Cut to the chase 

You don’t need to start from the beginning. Background

but don’t bore your readers with statistics and setups that seem superfluous until you

them why you are writing this article and, more importantly, why t

writers need to present their very

‘‘called back’’ by their readers before 
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Writing is informative, but it is also entertainment, and in order to be successful and guarantee 

your readers stick around for at least another paragraph you need to treat your lead like a fifty

attention? 

t need to start from the beginning. Background information is important and necessary, 

with statistics and setups that seem superfluous until you

you are writing this article and, more importantly, why they are reading it.

writers need to present their very best information in those opening ten words in order to get 

before they can get to the research and the details.

opening line be the carrot dangling at the end of your reader’s nose. Then in subsequent 

paragraphs you can explain why the carrot is orange and if it’s indigenous to North Amer
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No-frills newspaper-like leads or 

beginning any article. The summ

because it is concise and condenses

possible. In a summary lead, you compress the entire article into the opening lines. The

trimmings can always be added later, but make sure you

having your readers ask the dreaded question: 

the questions you want an audience to ask. Answer a few in your lead and leave some to 

revealed—then your audience is hooked. Otherwise, they

before it even began. 

like leads or ‘‘summary leads’’ are very effective and a good base when 

beginning any article. The summary lead, as shown above, is most often used for news stories 

because it is concise and condenses a large amount of information into the fewest words 

summary lead, you compress the entire article into the opening lines. The

ays be added later, but make sure you’ve got the why in there first to avoid 

having your readers ask the dreaded question: So what? Who, what, when, why, how? These are 

audience to ask. Answer a few in your lead and leave some to 

then your audience is hooked. Otherwise, they’ll turn the page and the race is over 
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a large amount of information into the fewest words 

summary lead, you compress the entire article into the opening lines. The 

there first to avoid 
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audience to ask. Answer a few in your lead and leave some to be 
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Webster’s, eat your heart out. 

Beginning your article with a definition

Webster’s opinion, they would have read the dictionary, not your article.

Tell them something they don’t know. Answer the

point in time? And get that big clunky proper noun out of

 

s, eat your heart out.  

Beginning your article with a definition is about as exciting as a root canal. If your reader wanted 

they would have read the dictionary, not your article. 

know. Answer the question, why is this relevant right now at this 

that big clunky proper noun out of the first line. 

canal. If your reader wanted 

 

 

question, why is this relevant right now at this 



Tell a story 

Narrative leads are often used for feature articles, as they take you into the mind of the character. 

Telling the story from the main person’s perspective raises the emotional bar and can be a great 

way to paint a scene for your readers. 

 

Can I quote you on that? 

 If used well, a quote can be a very effective and eye-opening way to begin an article. If your 

article is lighthearted, let your quote be funny and clever. However, more serious articles call 

for a quote that creates tension, keeping your audience on the edge of their seats. 

 

A lead needs a metaphor like a fish needs a bicycle 

 Not true. Metaphors are definitely attention-getters and very effective. They generate 

immediate visual images that scoop the reader up and into the text. Use them to get your story 

rolling, but remember less is more. 

 

Credibility counts 

Your readers are smart and their patience is thin, so don’t over-dramatize. Clever is allowed, but 

cutesy is not. 

 Exaggeration is suspect 

No matter what kind of lead you use, don’t become so invested in your own words that you are 

unable to throw them out when necessary or at the very least find new places for them. Writing 

one lead may not be enough or it may just direct you to an even better one. Write five or ten. 

Let some of them be off-the-wall and others cut and dry; then see if you can blend them. Pitching 

a few different leads to an editor to show flexibility is never a bad idea. Be concise. The more a 

reader trips over your words, the less effective your point is and the less likely he is to keep 

reading. Lead sentences that extend more than a few lines and require taking lunch or bathroom 

breaks are too long. Remember, the lead is a fifty-yard dash; the mile is still to come. 


